Stripper Jig

What's what...
A jig is a tool which is used to control the motion of
another tool.
A Stripper Jig holds a playing card, and guides a razor
blade along it's edge, shaving a whisker off the card.

Adjustable settings control the playing card's location,
enabling a variable depth of cut.
Angled or straight cuts can produce a variety of gaffed
cards or decks.
The jig holds Poker or Bridge size cards in either portrait
or landscape position.

Designed symmetrically, most numbered parts have a counterpart.
The Jig can be used in either hand, although, these instructions describe the actions of a right-handed user.

a - Corner Lip.

j - Bridge Length Set-Up Point.

Placing the edge of a playing card here, enables you
to manoeuvre it easily into the jig.

Aligning the short edge of a bridge sized playing card
to this point in a landscape orientation, centres the card
within the jig

b - Gauge.
This notched gauge helps determine the length of the
taper cut, as well as enabling you to repeat favourite
settings. It also provides visual reference for the
position of the card within the jig.

k - Bridge Width Set-Up Point.
Aligning the long edge of a bridge sized playing card
to this point in a portrait orientation, centres the card
within the jig.

c - Poker/Bridge Length Marker.

l - Depth Stop.

When a Poker or Bridge size playing card has been
centred within the jig in a landscape orientation, this
marker indicates the position of the card's corner.

An adjustable thumb screw stop that can be locked
into position along the u-shaped slot in the jig plates.
This stop is used to determine the depth of cut.

d - Poker Width Marker.

m - Grip Space.

When a Poker size playing card has been centred
within the jig in a portrait orientation, this marker
indicates the position of the card's corner.

When in use, this area exposes a section of playing
card, the card is gripped through this space by the thumb
and second finger, holding it in place against the locked
down depth stops, whilst the card is cut.

e - Face Plate.
The main side of the jig, the reverse side is the back
plate.

f - Mid-Point Marker.
When a playing card has been centred within the jig in
a landscape or portrait orientation, this marker indicates
the midpoint position along the card's edge

g-

n - Poker Width Set-Up Point.
Aligning the long edge of a Poker sized playing card
to this point in a portrait orientation, centres the card
within the jig.

o - Poker Length Set-Up point.
Aligning the short edge of a Poker sized playing card
to this point in a landscape orientation, centres the card
within the jig.

Bridge Width Marker.

When a Bridge sized playing card has been centred
within the jig in a portrait orientation, this marker
indicates the position of the card's edge.

h - Cut Line Gap.
A gap between the plates, houses one playing card at
a time.

i - Rest.
The rest helps support the razor blade (and acts as a
finger guard), as it cuts the card. It is also used to
stand the jig upside down on a flat surface in order to
set the depth and length of the cut.

p - Side Stop.
An adjustable thumb screw stop that can be locked
into position along the straight slot in the jig plates.
This stop is used to secure the card in a central position
within the jig.

The following example uses a poker size playing card in
landscape position to produce a tapered cut along one
long edge of the card.
This basic procedure, with different settings, can be
used for both Poker and Bridge size cards, in
landscape or portrait position, to produce tapered or
straight cuts.

The setup...

Written and illustrated by eoin O'Hare

View from underneath

The jig is held, face plate up, in the palm up left
hand, with the tips of both thumb and second
finger meeting through the grip space, all other
fingers supporting underneath.
This position will be referred to as "Holding grip"

With the right-hand begin by loosening all four
stops using their thumbscrews. They should be able
to move easily along their respective slots yet
remain wherever placed due to their springs. Move
the side stops to the outer edges and the depth
stops towards the bottom of the U-slot.

The right hand inserts a playing card
into the cut line gap, using a corner
lip to initially guide the card.

Manoeuvre the card so that it's long
edge runs parallel with the cut line
gap and push it flush.
The left-hand thumb and second
finger now briefly grip the card
through the jigs grip space, to stop
the card from falling out, as you
turn the entire unit upside down,
placing it on to a flat surface, on
the Jigs rest.

The left-hand now
shifts to the jigs
side, holding it
upright, thumb in
front (half on the
Jig and half on the
flat surface) with
your left hand
fingers on the lip
created by the
upturned Jigs rest.
Your fingers and
thumb all press the
jig downwards,
firmly. The objective
here is to immobilise
the jig, keeping it
steady and upright.
This is “Left Hand
Setup Position”

The right-hand now
moves the right depth
stop down until it butts
against the internal
playing card, and
tightens the stop.
Make sure the stop has
fully bedded itself - Flat
stop edge against flat
card edge.
Repeat with the left
depth stop.
(The current position of
these two depth stops
will be temporary, but in
this position they
provide help in setting
the side stops)
The left-hand, in a reversal of its previous
actions, now lifts the jig, and it is held in
"holding grip" position (the left thumb
and second finger gripping the playing card
between the grip space as it’s lifted).
The cards lateral movement will be
contained by moving the side stops
towards the card and tightening them, but
first you will need to centre the card
within the jig.
Line up the short edge of playing card with
the poker length set up point. You can
move the card laterally in small
movements using your left thumb and
second finger through the jigs grip space,
sliding the card parallel with, and against,
the two depth stops, until aligned.

Once aligned, the left thumb and second finger firmly pull the card towards the
two depth stops, holding the card in place, as you move and butt the side stop
closest to you, against the cards edge, and tighten.
The other side stop is butted up to the cards other short edge, however, before it
is tightened, the left thumb and second finger, move the card a small amount back
against the side stop (1mm at most) thus moving the side stop itself, it is then
tightened. This allows the card to have a small amount of lateral movement
between both side stops, and will help in removing and replacing cards.

Now that
both Side
Stops have
been set, the
depth stops
can now be
adjusted
from their
temporary
positions…
Again, the
left-hand
turns the
entire unit
upside down,
placing it on
to the flat
surface, on
the Jigs rest.

Loosen
both
depth
stops and
initially
move them
upwards,
clear of

At this point the jig and it’s internal
card both rest on the flat surface.

Shim material is used to determine the depth of cut, in this example, playing
cards are used as a shim, but anything thin can be used. The depth of cut is
determined by measuring directly off shim material set under the jig.

Place a shim/
playing card
under the jigs
right side,
aligning one of
the shim/card’s
edges to the
outside edge of
the jig’s gauge.
(This position
will remain
consistent no
matter what
type of gaff
you are
cutting.)

This rises the right side of the jig, one single shim/cards thickness, off
the flat surface. However because of where you placed the shim/card,
the jigs internal card is still resting on the flat surface.

Move the right Depth Stop down to butt
against the internal card.
Don’t tighten it yet.

Place a second shim/playing
card under the jig’s left side...

…aligning one of the shim/card’s edges to the
outside of the second notch on the jig's gauge.
This rises the left side
of the jig, one single
shim/cards thickness,
off the flat surface,
however this time,
because of where you
placed this shim/card ,
the corner of the jig’s
internal card is no
longer resting on the
flat surface but is
resting on the shim/
card.
Move the left Depth Stop
down to butt against
the internal card.
Don’t tighten it yet.

With the left hand
in “Left Hand Setup
position”...
the right hand
tightens the right
depth stop slowly
and with a slight
downward pressurealways tighten this
Depth Stop first.
The right hand now
tightens the left
Depth Stop slowly
and with a slight
downward pressure.

The jig is set...

…a taper can now be cut along the edge of the card.
-the thickness of a single shim/card at one end tapering to nothing at the other end,

The jig is in left
hand "Holding
Grip", thumb
and second
finger grip and
pull the
internal card
firmly towards
the depth
stops, this
action along
with all four
stops,
immobilise the
card.

The blade is held in the right
hand, first and second fingers
on one side and thumb on the
other. Place the blade's edge
onto the jig's rest just above
the protruding card, at an
angle approx. 30°.
moving the blade
from one end of the rest to
the other, the card is cut.

Once cut,the left thumb kicks the
edge of the card outwards, from
the grip space, enabling the now
gaffed card to be easily removed
from the jig.

...Another card is placed into the jig and the cutting procedure is repeated.

Additional Settings...
Different lengths
of taper, as well
as straight cuts,
can be achieved by
changing the
position of the
left side shim/
card along the
jig’s gauge. (the
right shim/card is
always Placed
under the jigs
right side, aligning
one of the shim/
card’s edges to the
outside edge of the
jig’s gauge).

For example, if the left
shim/card is placed
under the jig’s left
side, aligning one of the
shim/card’s edges with
the midpoint marker
notch on the jig’s
gauge, this rises the
left side of the jig off
the flat surface, but
this time, because of
where you placed the
shim/card, the midpoint
of the jig’s internal
card’s edge is no longer
resting on the flat
surface but is resting
on the edge of the shim/
card. Creating a taper
from one end, to
nothing half way along
the cards length…

...So placing the second shim/card at different notches along the jig’s gauge will create different lengths of taper.

To create a straight cut, the second shim/card is placed under
the jigs left side, aligning one of the shim/card’s edges to the
outside edge of the jig’s gauge. (This mirror’s the right shim/
card position) Both sides of the jig have been raised but the
full edge of the jig’s internal card remains on the flat surface.
Creating a consistent depth from one side to the other.

The same gaffs can be made with
the cards in portrait position.

procedure for Belly strippers...
for the bellied card itself, four cuts
and two jig setups are required. Two
cuts along one edge produce one of
the bellied edges- Reset the jig, and
two cuts on the other edge finish the
belly...
Setup the jig to cut a taper, one shim/
card in depth, from one end of the
card to half way along it’s long edge…
this is cut one.
Remove the card and turn it end over
end (the previous cut edge is still
outwards), replace it into the jig and
cut the other half of the long edge.
This is cut two, and gives you a card
with one long edge bellied out at it’s
centre...it’s opposite long edge is still
uncut.
Repeat these actions with the other
cards from the deck you wish to belly.
This will give you a number of cards all
of which will have one long edge
bellied.
The jig’s depth stops now need to
be reset to cut the cards opposite
long edges.
The same setup procedure you used
initially is used again - the only
difference this time is that the
previous cut long edge is inserted
inwards, into the jig, and it is this
edge that the depth stops will be reset
and butted against.
As before, Setup the jig to cut a taper,
one shim/card in depth, from one end
of the card to half way along it’s long
edge…this is cut three.
Remove the card and turn it end over
end, replace it into the jig and cut the
other half of the long edge, this is the
fourth and final cut. Repeat these
actions for the other bellied cards.
The remaining cards in the deck (the
non-bellied) are all now given a
straight cut along one long edge, one
card/shim thickness.
With the deck fully assembled, the
bellied cards can now be stripped from
the deck.

n-stripper
The Stripper Jig can also help in the production of various n-Stripper/
Concave type gaffs. A card is centred within the jig with a depth thickness
of 10 shim/cards each side. This positions a card with an exposed edge
along the gap cut line. Using a diamond file or whetstone (Never use
sandpaper) the cards edge is filed by moving the file perpendicularly
against the cards edge, and using the jig’s gauge to determine the
positioning, (circling between two selected marks on the gauge), a light
concave “notch” can be produced in a few strokes. The slight movement
and flexibility of the card make for a burr free finish.
Maintenance:
Simply keep it clean, occasionally lubricate with teflon
powder. dirt between the plates could cause the stops
to bind-if this happens- jiggle the stops, move them
along their slots and blow dirt out. As a last resort
the stops can be removed and the shim washers slid out
from between the plates (never dismantle the plates!)
but note: Don't Mix the parts! Here's why...
There are really three sections that make up the stops.
The first section, consists of a thumb screw, spring and
washer, and are located on the face plate. The second
section, consists of two shims, one square and one
round, and these are sandwiched between the face plate
and the back plate.The third section consists of a bolt
and locking pin and are located on the back plate.
Fully Tightening the thumbscrew and bolt, causes the
face plate and back plate to flex together slightly,
tightening onto the shims sandwiched between them. In
the case of the depth stops, the square shim is thicker
than the round shim therefore the square shim is
engaged and locked into position as the thumb screw is
tightened.
The side stops are different, in their case the round
shim is thicker than the square shim, so the round shim
is engaged and locked into position as the thumb screw
is tightened, this allows the thinner square shim to
rotate - enabling the easy removal and replacement of
playing cards.
Happy stripping
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Concave Cuts...
cutting a
concave type cut
varies from the
normal
procedure - it's
positioning of
the shims/cards
differs...

With the internal
card centred and
side stops set (see
the Main User
Guide) The entire
unit is set upside
down onto a flat
surface, on the
Jig's rest.

Shim material is used to determine the depth
of cut. Here, playing cards are used as
shims, but anything thin can be used.

Place a shim/
card under the
Left side,
aligning one of
the shim/card's
edges to the
outside edge of
the Jig's gauge.

Note that the Jig's internal card's
edge still rests on the flat surface.

Place a second
shim/card
under the
Right Side ...

…the position of this shim/card can vary
depending on the cut you require. in this
example, the card is placed three notches
from the Poker/Bridge length marker,
which will ultimately result in the card
edge being divided into thirdsuncut / concave cut / uncut.

With the left
hand in "left
hand setup
position"…
The right hand
moves the left
depth stop down
to butt against
the internal card
and tightens it.

Written and illustrated by eoin O'Hare

...the result...

The right hand
moves the
right Depth
stop down to
butt against
the internal
card and
tightens it .

The jig is in left hand "holding grip". Thumb
and second finger grip and pull the internal
card firmly towards the depth stops.
The blade is
held in the
right hand,
first and
second fingers
on one side and
thumb on the
other.Place the
blade's edge
onto the jig's
rest (above the
gauge's Poker/
bridge length
marker) At an
angle of
approx. 30°

notice the thin
wedge shape of
the card tapers
away from
you- (opposite
direction from
normal)

Move the
blade
slowly
down the
rest,
cutting the
card. stop
at the Midpoint
marker on
the jig's
gauge.

Once cut ,the left hand
thumb kicks the edge of the
card outwards, from the
grip space, enabling the
now partially cut card to
be removed from the jig...

…Turn the
card end
over end,
(the previous
cut edge is
still
outwards),
replace it
into the jig...

…cut the other half of the concave, by
Moving the blade slowly down the rest.
stop at the Mid-point marker on the
jig's gauge- meeting the other cutCompleting the cut.

procedure for Concave Type cuts…
for the Concave card itself, four cuts and
two jig setups are required. Two cuts along
one edge produce one of the Concaved
edges- Reset the jig, and two cuts on the
other edge finish the concave card…
as described,Setup the jig to cut a taper,
one shim/card in depth, from one end of the
card to your chosen gauge marker along it’s
long edge…Cut from the thinnest tapering
side of the card to the mid-point gauge
marker…this is cut one.
Remove the card and turn it end over end
(the previous cut edge is still outwards),
replace it into the jig and cut the other half
of the long edge. This is cut two, and gives
you a card with one long edge concaved at
it’s centre…it’s opposite long edge is still
uncut.
Repeat these actions with the other cards
from the deck you wish to concave. This will
give you a number of cards all of which will
have one long edge concaved.
The jig’s depth stops now need to be
reset to cut the cards opposite long
edges.
The same setup procedure you used initially
is used again - the only difference this time
is that the previous cut long edge is
inserted inwards, into the jig, and it is
this edge that the depth stops will be reset
and butted against.

Follow similar
procedures
for cutting
concaves on
the end edges
of cards.

As before, Setup the jig to cut a taper, one
shim/card in depth, from one end of the
card to your chosen gauge marker, along
it’s long edge……Cut from the thinnest
tapering side of the card to the mid-point
gauge marker...this is cut three.
Remove the card and turn it end over end,
replace it into the jig and cut the other half
of the long edge, this is the fourth and
final cut. Repeat these actions for the other
concave cards.

This type of cut requires complete
familiarity with the Jig! Practice.

Belly End strippers
An additional step is required when cutting Bridge/Poker end bellies.
Due to the short length of taper required , it is necessary to position
one of the depth stops a little further over the corner of the card.
This is achieved by off-setting the card from the normal central
position. Here's how...

First, In order to set the side stops, you will need to temporarily
position the depth stops...
with a card in a portrait position within the jig, place the jig onto
a flat surface with a pile of 10 playing cards either side.
Move the depth stops against the top edge of the internal card.
making sure both stops have bedded themselves, tighten both.

Lift the jig to see
that the internal
card now protrudes
the height of 10
cards beyond the
cutline and is still
free to move from
side to side.

Slide the card to the
right, the distance of
one notch on the jig's
gauge, and move the
side stops against the
card as explained in
the user guide.

Now you can loosen the two depth
stops and move them to the
bottom of their respective u-slots.

Continue as described in
the main User guide.Just
remember that the card
is now off-set centre
by one notch.

Tighten the right
depth stop first!
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